Volunteer with Vello

Vello is one-on-one online tutoring that makes volunteering and community impact easy. Read with kids without leaving your workplace!

Your company has been matched to a local classroom to provide 1:1 reading support. Kids are ready to read with you. Join your company tutor team - Let’s go!

· Simple 60 minute online training. No experience necessary.
· Volunteer from anywhere and any device with an Internet connection. Just like a webinar.
· Volunteer portal makes everything easy! background check; training; scheduling; and support.
· You’ll volunteer once a week for just 30 minutes, and you choose your own schedule.
· Real-time data reporting so you’ll see your impact each session.
· Vello volunteers build skills that are useful in many walks of life - teaching kids to read is a great skill to have!

Join your workplace tutor team now!